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Pesco Officers must improve their efficiency or face the consequences. CEO Pesco.
Chief Executive Pesco Engineer Shabir Ahmad addressed Pesco Officers at Abbottabad the other
day. All Chief Engineers ,All SEs and all Pesco’s field Officers were present on this occasion.
Chief Executive was annoyed over the poor performance of few sub divisions, increasing line
losses and decreasing recovery,he said that this trend is absolutely unacceptable. If such officers
are unable to reduce line losses and enhance Recovery they will face the music and the
responsible will have to face the consequences.CEO further said that Ministry for Energy and
PEPCO teams are monitoring the discos efficiency critically and every point is being questioned.
Keeping in view the analyses of these monitoring teams,officers showing poor performance will
not be tolerated and there is no place for them in Pesco.CEO warned 3 SEs,8 Xens and 40 SDOs
for their poor performance and said that this is last chance for them, either improve your
performance or be ready for suspension.Minister of State for Energy will analyze the
performance of Circles,Divisions and sub divisions during his next visit and important decisions
will be taken during his next visit.
Chief Executive Pesco directed the field officers to improve their performance .Visit the field
and resolve the public grievances.CEO directed Pesco field officers to hold Open Katcheries on
Circle,Division and sub divisional level on monthly basis and solve the consumers complaints on
their door steps.Co operation of the public representatives ,Nazims and councilors must be
sought during open katcheries.He directed Pesco field officers to replace defective or burnt
distributions transformers and meters immediately.Implement 100% photo meter reading so that
consumers gets correct electricity bills and over billing complaints are resolved.
CEO directed the officers to work hard , dedication and honesty. If company’s performance
improves ,Revenue will be generate and all employees will also be benefited.
Later on Chief Engineer Commercial Mian Hamid,Chief Engineer PMU Akbar Khan,Chief
Engineer Planning Syed Alam Khan and Chief Engineer T&G Mian Aleem also addressed the
Officers and guided them to enhance their efficiencies.
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